EE USES REDWOOD RUNMYJOBS® FOR AUTOMATED
CONTROL, EFFICIENCY AND AWARD-WINNING
CUSTOMER SERVICE.
EE is a global provider of wireless voice and data communications, with a presence across Europe, the US, Puerto Rico and the
US Virgin Islands. Its subsidiaries have a combined total of around 150 million subscribers, making it one of the world’s largest
mobile phone service providers.

EE WERE NOT LIVING UP TO THEIR BILLING
Total service availability is critical to EE’s
success. To support this, the company needs
an automation solution that can handle their
inherent complexity with complete reliability.
They need to support constant demand for service with
transparency and a single point of control. Any irregularity in
any process that supports the network, billing or fast, accurate
customer service can cost customers, money and reputation.

Initially, EE found that their system environment functionality
didn’t meet their tough business requirements. Their entire
enterprise was based on legacy, time-based schedulers,
resulting in latency, idle time and gaps in critical processes. It
took many people with “eyes on screens” watching everything
to make sure that the network was working, service issues
were solved and bills were correct.

THE SOLUTION
EE implemented RunMyJobs to enable
connected process automation throughout
their enterprise—across more than 100 systems
and servers. They automated more than 30,000
processes that supported customer service and billing. Now

EE maintains 24/7 system productivity, with constant, current
information for management, data warehouse, marketing
and accounting. Billing is now accurate and executed right
on time—without tremendous manual effort.

“

All team members, including two Redwood consultants, fully applied
themselves right from the start of the project. They were highly skilled and
to the point in their solutions, proactive in contributing ideas, accurate in
their analyses and clear in their communication.
— Mike Chung, EE Project Manager

AWARD WINNING CUSTOMER SERVICE
EE now manages its critical enterprise-wide
processes by exception instead of relying on
human sentries watching screens night and day.
If there are any problems, RunMyJobs automatic
notification, documentation and complete visibility enable
rapid and exact error recovery and resolution. The company’s
current automation landscape supports clear, standardized
procedures and full documentation – with continuity right
across the business and the world.
According to EE’s Project Manager, Mike Chung, the project
to automate critical processes was so successful; other

departments saw it as an example. He explains: “The success
of the solution didn’t go unnoticed. After all, a solution
that meets all requirements, shows no downtime since its
initial implementation and suffers no delays in the project’s
planning is practically unknown in the world of IT. While the
project was on-going, the network department came to us
with their problems, and we could resolve them practically
immediately, using the same team and solution. This meant
EE received substantially more value with relatively few
extra expenses. That’s value for money and what you call an
ideal solution.”

Fast Implementation: Redwood’s rapid implementation saved time, money and ensured business continuity.
Single point of control: EE has a single point of perpetual control for all of its critical processes.
Award-Winning Customer Service: Since implementing RunMyJobs, EE has achieved the highest ranking in J.D.
Power and Associates' Wireless Customer Care Performance Study.

For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

